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7: Prime Cognition 
Each annex, as well as the basic plan, may use implementing 
instructions in the form of SOPs/SOGs, maps, charts, tables, forms, and 
checklists and may be included as attachments or references.  

-FEMA Comprehensive Preparedness Guide 101, 3-18; 4-16 

Extreme levels of stress produce more than simple or graceful 
degradation in performance. Eventually, the effects of stress can 
become catastrophic…result ing in a choking or panic state. 

-Bourne and Yaroush, Stress and Cognition[7] 

Goal 
Make sure leaders and staff remember the plan and build on it in 
the heat of the crisis.  

Mission 
Leaders (and most staff) won’t review plans during an emergency; 
they may not even remember any strategies due to the chaos. By 
creating Job Aids, planners can prime the cognition of 
responders to take appropriate action and learn as they go. First, 
determine the types of Job Aids needed for each piece of the  
response. Create leadership tools that begin with context and 
questions so that leaders improvise well. Create checklists for 
rote positions to make sure staff complete processes. Focus 
attention on maps/infographics since the brain processes graphical 
information more clearly under stress. Use these tools constantly 
in preparedness meetings, exercises, etc. In this way, planners can 
ensure planned strategies are orient decision making and 
responders follow proper protocols. 

Operational Approach 
- Under pressure, executives tend to choose familiar actions and 

assign resources based on past experience [51] – especially as event 
severity increases and even when these ideas clearly won’t 
succeed. [50]. Two common symptoms: 

- Initial assessments are generally wrong; leaders often trust them 
when they should question them 

- Instinct pushes us to just grab the closest problem and solve it; 
leaders need to see the full picture and prioritize[22]. 

- Always include “why” (context) alongside the “how” (actions) in 
your Job Aids.  

- Remember : Stress makes us see differently. Documents need to be 
designed a certain way to be useful in an emergency. [57]. First rule? 
Short phrases. No sentences. 

;%- 
Write the Process ≠ Plan 1 
Raise Wicked Problems  2 
Capabilities Not Analogies 3  
Coordinate don’t Command  4 
Strategize to Improvise   5 
Write Reality    6 
Be One Community    7 
Slow the Burn    8 
No myths   9 
Think Management    10 
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y Weird, right? Just when leaders 
need to think outside the box, 
instinct pushes them back inside. 
Also, most staff are more likely to 
ask their supervisor permission in a 
disaster, not less. 
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��Why? The Job Aids will be read 
faster and remembered longer[8]. 
Also, this is an example of how to 

do it. 

Zhang Biao The Beginning of Chaos, 2009 
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Objectives 
1. Break your plan into targeted sections and decide what Job Aids 

each targeted group needs to fulfill their role using the � Plan 
Implementation Worksheet. 

2. Build tools for senior leaders first, like NYC’s � Threat 
Response Guides. Focus on context and not specific actions for 
leadership tools. Context makes decisions more rational and allows 
plans to adjust to changing conditions[40]. The content of these Job 
Aids should function as a decision aid, not a checklist, helping leaders 
keep the priority items in their memories as the stress drains their 
cognitive capacity [7].  

3. Create Job Aids like the � Three Column Checklist that 
empower leaders throughout the response. Informal leadership (e.g. 
staff who step up) correlates more strongly to success in crisis than 
formal leadership [58]. 

4. Make Job Aids for street-level actors (e.g. NGOs,  bystanders, the 
media); not just government. In crises, these players are thrust into 
action and need to use emergency systems, too[35]. 

5. Draw tools that connect the response to time (e.g., our � 
Timeline Sample or operational period schedules). 
Understanding the sequence of events is critical to making the right 
response decisions[32].  

6. Evaluate the Job Aids you make with 
the � Decision Aid Evaluation 
Criteria based on work by NASA, 
the FAA, Quarantelli and Yukl [59, 
60] 

 

 

��Plan to Manage 
Leadership in a disaster is often its own disaster. As a planner, 
your job is to help leaders improvise well, not make them stick to 
rigid procedures[23]. Successful crisis response must be 
innovative, so it usually breaks rules[61]. However, this creative 
rule-breaking has to be balanced by discipline to keep the 
response cohesive[52]. Not easy. What’s the good news? In the 
stress of a crisis, leaders cope better with information overload if 
they can connect new facts to be learned to existing 
knowledge[52].  To manage best, leaders need to understand 
likely contingencies, interagency coordination, specific 
agency/position roles, and to use up-to-date technology 
infrastructure to improve response communication[17]. Their Job 
Aids should prepare them first for these elements.  

NYC stores redacted versions of � 
Threat Response Guides for 21 
scenarios on CDC’s Epi-X system.  

 

 

 

We designed 21 � Threat 
Response Guides for leadership  
that are designed to help Incident 
Commanders focus on context. 
Redacted versions of all our guides 
are on Epi-X.  

 

 

The � Three Column Checklist 
categorizes  actions on just one 
page. Atul Gawande made an 
instructional checklist for it[2]. Our 
version includes response contacts 
and an org chart on the back based 
on staff feedback. 
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The � Timeline Sample is really 
simple but it connects objectives to 
time by owner, which is what you 
need.  

 

 

y In true catastrophes, priorities 
change. Leaders should be prepped 
to push for a unified capacity 
assessment/adaptation process, to 
immediately restore and enhance 
communication, to institute more 
flexible decision making, and expand 
coordination & goodwill among 
emergency responders. 
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